1 Adult native language knowledge is complex

Understanding the problem

The first point of departure is just acknowledging the fact that the knowledge that adults have about their native language is extraordinarily complex. They know what sentences are and aren’t good examples of their language. When something isn’t, they know it, but they may or may not be able to articulate what is wrong.

(1) * Dog the cheese the ate.
(2) * What did John laugh after Mary read?
(3) * Who did John say that bought cheese?
(4) # More people have been to London than I have.
(5) Every professor talked to one of his students.
(6) He thinks that the gods are punishing John.
(7) * John thinks that Mary saw himself.

Logical problem of language acquisition

Based on the fact that children acquire the complexities of language quickly, in a uniform way and with a uniform results, and on the fact that the language environment doesn’t seem to contain enough information to fully specify a system of such complexity, the consensus view has pretty much become that humans (by virtue of being human) are “tuned” in some way to acquire language. This is the “universal grammar” (UG) hypothesis.

Differentiating languages

The work in theoretical syntax is relevant here insofar as people have been trying to determine how can languages differ and how they can’t. Languages share a great deal (“principles”). The points at which (adult, native) languages can differ (“parameters”) are hypothesized to be relatively few in number. These are the things that a child must acquire when acquiring the target language.
Second language acquisition

Acquiring a second language would also require acquiring the settings for these parameters, but there are questions about what exactly is happening in second language acquisition. There is some kind of age effect, and the ultimate attainment of the target language seems to be more variable. There also seem to be effects of properties the first language. And there are questions about whether the “logical problem of language acquisition” really applies—do those acquiring second languages “go beyond the input”? How like first language knowledge is second language knowledge?

2 First language acquisition

2.1 UG, parameters, maturation, and pragmatics

UG, parameters, maturation, and pragmatics

Having accepted the basic “UG hypothesis” as an answer to the “how can acquisition be so fast?” we are then faced with the opposite question: “if it’s ‘hard-wired,’ why does it take as long as it does?”

Certain things for which there should be ample evidence in the input nevertheless seem to take their time showing up in child language.

There are a couple of proposals we’ve seen for what causes these “delays.” One proposal is that—despite being essentially biologically programmed—there are maturational stages: certain aspects of child grammar become available only later, by analogy to the process of, e.g., losing baby teeth. Another (orthogonal) proposal is that some knowledge that can interact with grammatical knowledge is
still gained through experience with the world and/or by development of cognitive structures.

**Maturation**

The two main things we’ve seen that point to “maturation” are:

- The network of properties associated with use of non-finite verbs in main clauses.

- The ability to form “A-chains” (or, alternatively, the ability to represent verbs that lack an agent) necessary for adult-like use of passives, unaccusatives, “seems”-type constructions (raising constructions).

2.2 **Root infinitives**

**Non-finite verbs at age two**

There is widespread, cross-linguistic evidence, that children up to about age 3;0 allow the main verb in a sentence to be non-finite (infinitives, gerunds). This is not visible in all languages—and it seems as if a pretty reliable predictor of whether a language’s children will show these properties is whether the adult language allows null subjects. Children acquiring null subject languages do not seem to show this effect (at least not in the same way).

The relative consistency with which this disappears around age 3;0 generally supports a kind of “maturation” view of this. Furthermore, to the extent that children with Specific Language Impairment can be characterized as having a longer-lasting “root infinitive” stage (and the fact that SLI seems to have a genetic component), also suggests something like biological maturation.

**Distinguishing finite and non-finite**

Poeppel & Wexler (1993) demonstrated that children (acquiring German) in the “root infinitive” stage do distinguish between finite and non-finite verbs. Their result shows that children do have a pretty complex syntax (and are able to get the finite verb into second position, which for adults requires a pretty complex syntactic representation), and that they are not just confused about what finiteness is. But they nevertheless allow main verbs to be non-finite.
This also forms part of the basis for the hypothesis that children have actually set most of the language-specific parameters very early on, before we can really test them on it. And for the hypothesis that essentially a full adult syntactic system is already in place as well.

Null subjects

At the same time as children are producing non-finite main verbs, they are also likely to leave out the subject, even in places where it cannot be left out in the adult language. Both nonfinite main verbs and missing subjects seem to stop appearing at about the same time, suggesting that they are linked.

It has also been shown that missing subjects are much more common with non-finite verbs than with finite verbs. In fact, one common explanation of missing subjects has split the phenomenon into two separate components, one that relies deeply on the appearance of the non-finite verb, and another that relates to development of pragmatic competence.

Case errors

Also during the “root infinitive stage,” children (particularly evidently in English-acquiring children, on subjects) tend to make case errors. In response to these facts, Schütze & Wexler (1996) proposed that the basic cause of “root infinitives” involves two somewhat independent possibilities in child syntax: the ability to omit tense features, and the ability to omit agreement features.

Coupled with an understanding of how the features of a verb correspond to the morphological form it takes on (in English, in particular, the 3sg present morphology requiring both types of features), Schütze & Wexler (1996) showed that the patterns we see can be predicted pretty accurately. Legendre et al. (2002) further showed an independence between the two types of features (and apparent competition).

2.3 Subjects and movement

Passives

Another place where children’s grammar seems to be non-adult-like is in constructions like passives, unaccusatives, and “raising” (“seems”-type) construc-
tions, where the verb does not have an “external argument” (usually agent) in the syntactic structure.

(8) [The sandwich] was eaten _ .
(9) [The rock] fell _ .
(10) [John] seems [ _ to like cheese ] .

Maturation with passives
The ability to produce and comprehend passives seems to develop at a later point than the restriction to using finite verbs in main clauses. Children are still having “trouble” with passives even around age 5. There is some debate in the field as to whether this is really maturational (if it is, it should not matter what language is being acquired whether passives are possible before age 5), and about what the right characterization of the syntactic issue is (“A-chains” or lacking an external argument)—there is still work to be done.

2.4 Learning pragmatics

Pragmatics
There are also some non-adult-like phenomena in child language that have been attributed not to a child’s lack of syntactic knowledge (or that some structure has not “matured”), but rather to the child’s understanding of how one interacts with the world. The idea is that, to the extent that some grammatical constructions rely on information about pragmatics, children might produce non-adult utterances not because the syntax is incomplete but because the triggering information from pragmatic sources is non-adult-like.

Other minds, egocentricity
One type of explanation along these lines might have a kind of maturational basis, although it has to do with maturation of a cognitive concept, rather than of something grammatical. (Or, perhaps, it isn’t maturational but derived from the environment, but it is still relatively consistent across children.)

One proposal in this vein is that children don’t appreciate (or can’t really conceive) the difference between what’s in their mind and what’s in other people’s minds (or, indeed, that other people might have different minds). As a consequence
of this, children can be seen as much more willing to consider some referent or bit of information as “old news,” and then treat it as such syntactically.

**Finite null subjects**

This was the basis of one of the explanations for missing subjects early on. Some are missing because the verb is non-finite, but some are missing because children consider the referent to be (super-)old news (a “very strong topic”), coupled with a hypothesis that even adults can leave such topics out. But for adults, it is highly constrained, whereas for children, very strong topics are common.

**Overuse of definite determiner, topic clitics**

This can also be seen as a way to understand why children seem to overuse definite noun phrases early on, in places where an adult would have used an indefinite noun phrase. Definite noun phrases mark old information, and more things are old to a child.

We also looked at clitics in Albanian, which appear with old information of this sort, and which seem to be overused by children early on as well (Kapia 2010).

**Dissociation in SLI**

Comparing children with SLI and typically developing children on the use of null subjects and case errors (Schaeffer et al. 2002), the properties associated with the root infinitive stage seem to persist for SLI children, but properties associated with pragmatics seem to be matched.

**Binding theory**

We also looked at development of binding theory, particularly “Principle B” (which for adults prevents *John saw him* from meaning ‘John saw himself”), and saw that early on, children would allow what appear at least to be Principle B violations. This is particularly problematic because it is not clear that Principle B is learnable from positive evidence. However, Chien & Wexler (1990) showed that when pragmatics can be excluded, children invariably obey Principle B, and suggest that the apparent violations of Principle B are actually not, but rather violations of a pragmatic principle requiring two noun phrases that share a referent to share an abstract index.
3 Second language acquisition

Source and type of language knowledge

The acquisition of a second language can also be studied with the tools from theoretical linguistics, to try to learn what we can about the characteristics of second language acquisition and knowledge itself, and also to compare it to first language acquisition.

One major difference between first and second language acquisition is that in second language acquisition, there was a prior language (or, for native bilinguals, perhaps a concurrently developing language). So much attention has been paid to the question of what “transfers.” And in comparison to first language acquisition, from this formal linguistics perspective, how much is attributable to characteristics of UG?

Universal properties

Kanno (2002) found that L1 English L2 Japanese subjects mostly follow the native Japanese pattern for where case markers can be dropped, something that was not taught in class and was even misleadingly characterized in their textbook. However, the distribution of case markers in native Japanese is hypothesized to be governed by a universal principle of language (the Empty Category Principle). According to this proposal, the ECP exists in all languages but explains rather different-looking things (case marker drop in Japanese, that-trace effects in English).

Universal properties

Kanno’s (2002) findings do not really tell us to what extent the process of acquisition in second language draws on UG (as it does in first language acquisition), but it does strongly suggest that the knowledge of an L2 has the “same shape” as a native language within the mind.

Parameters

Conceptually, the question of the extent to which L2A (“SLA”) is constrained by (and perhaps driven by) UG in the same way child acquisition is would seem to be potentially explorable by looking at parameter settings that differ from the L1. In the L1, one parameter value is chosen. If a L2’er can acquire a different
setting (which has to mean that all expected consequences follow), we have evidence mainly that people can learn things (if consequences lacking) or that people can come to know a language with different parameter settings (if consequences present).

**Verb raising in French and English and child L2**

White (1991) and Trahey (1996) reported on French speaking students immersed in an intensive English program, partly comparing instruction methods on the verb movement parameter (order of verb and adverb/negation). But the main findings was: children do seem to be relatively adept at picking up where the adverb goes with respect to the verb, except that it seemed that acceptance of pre-verbal adverbs and rejection of postverbal adverbs were independent. And testing the students a year later found them to be not different from uninstructed students.

So either setting parameters is hard or it’s not possible (or this wasn’t the method, or something).

**Reflexives and V2**

We did see a couple of results, however, that at least conceptually provide better evidence for UG involvement: these are cases where a L2’er winds up with a system that represents a possible parameter setting, but is shared neither by the L1 nor the L2.

MacLaughlin (1998) showed that in terms of binding properties of anaphors, Japanese L1 English L2’ers stopped off in a Russian-like system before reaching an English-like system. Hulk (1991) showed that Dutch L1 French L2’ers seemed to stop off in an SVO V2 language before getting to SVO non-V2 from SOV V2.

**Definiteness effect**

White et al. (2009) looked at L2’ers ability to acquire constraints against English definite/strong NPs in *there is...* constructions, where languages differ in terms of whether these are available in negative sentences. Untaught, the subjects still pretty much got the English system, without any evidence of transfer at least by the “intermediate” stage.
Ultimate attainment, critical periods

Johnson & Newport (1991) showed that late-learners seemed to overaccept Subjacency violations, and there was kind of a qualitative shift between the success of L2’ers who started learning the L2 pre-15 and post-15. Though there are questions.

4 And...

Tick tock

And here is where I ran out of time if I’m going to print this handout before class. Other thoughts?
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